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OFFICE FRONTS

PARTITIONS

SHOP FRONTSWe manufacture and install shopfronts in a wide variety of 
styles , both internal shopfronts – in malls and office 
blocks – as well as external shopfronts for banks, 
shopping centres, showrooms, and independent retail 
stores.

We can accommodate extreme heights and have different 
profile systems to accommodate different heights. The 
emphasis is almost always on maximum glass sizes to 
cause least obstruction to the view.

The correct choice of shopfront can also significantly raise 
the value of your property. Aluminium and glass shopfronts 
require very little maintenance and will never rust or warp.

Glass partitions are a great option to enhance any 
workspace, adding practical functionality and a modern look 
all at once. This makes glass a very popular choice for 
modern office spaces.

Unlike brick walls or drywall partitioning, glass allows light to 
flow into work spaces and meeting rooms, while containing 
the sound and activity into specific areas.

Available in both framed and frameless systems, glass 
partitions offer great flexibility when it comes to design and 
configurations. They can be fitted with sliding doors, hinge 
doors, and even window leafs or sliding windows where 
necessary.

Whether you’re looking to create additional offices, or 
meeting rooms, or create divisions within your offices, they 
can be created quickly and affordably through the installation 
of custom-designed glass partitions.

Office fronts are usually designed to make the best possible 
use of the available space and lighting, and we can meet 
any design that you come up with. Aluminium provides an 
exceptional solution in the construction industry. ... 
Aluminium is the ideal medium to work with when 
constructing a office front.
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ALUMINIUM GATES

Aluminium gates are strong, beautiful and free from rot or 
rust. It is one of nature's miracle materials but it is light and 
easy to cut and shape. It can be welded, bonded, riveted or 
bolted together and it provides years of low to no 
maintenance in all weathers.

STAINLESS STEEL GATES

GARAGE DOORS

Maintenance free, weather resistant panels of exceptional 
rigidity and strength. These doors are perfectly suited for 
luxurious and up-market homes. Aluminium garage doors are 
the preferred choice of garage door due to the low 
maintenance requirements and of course the weight.
The biggest advantage of using aluminium is the fact that it 
does not rust.

Stainless steel house gates are a good option when you 
want strong and sturdy entry, driveway, walkway or fence 
gates. Stainless steel gates provide extra security for a 
home. They are more costly than aluminum alternatives, but 
their structure and durability make them a long-lasting 
option that requires minimal upkeep. Stainless steel gates 
are available in a variety of styles, shapes and sizes, so you 
can choose a style that fits your decorating and security 
needs.
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HINGED DOORS
Hinged Aluminium doors are probably the most standard 
type of doors, hinged onto the door jamb either on the left or 
right, allowing them to open inward or outward. Hinged 
doors can be manufactured as single doors or double doors 
(french doors).

The outer frame is manufactured from sturdy extruded 
aluminium, while the centre section can be fitted with glass 
or aluminium cladding. These doors can also be 
manufactured in cottage pane style.

Hinged doors are the most natural choice for standard 
opening in homes or offices.

Aluminium Hinge Doors are strong, durable and adds style to 
any space.
Single and Double hinged doors can be made to clients 
specifications. There are many different designs and styles 
that can be made from standard available profiles. With the 
added bonus of being able to put in stylish side panels.

HINGED DOOR+SIDE PANEL

SERVING HATCH

For use as horizontal sliding windows for light commercial 
use such as external serving hatches in restaurants.
Our serving hatches are tailored to individual needs and 
can be designed as aluminium framed windows on 
cylinders or as very small doors located at a certain height 
in the wall.

Sliding windows are also ideal for applications where 
increased ventilation is required or in applications which 
require an open sash that does not open to create an 
obstruction.
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PIVOT DOORS

Aluminium Pivot Doors. The pivot door or entrance door is a 
customized door manufactured to individual requirements. 
This door features a pull handle with a key operated roller 
latch lock. ... The pivot door or entrance door is a customized 
door manufactured to individual requirements. Pivot doors are 
smooth, stylish, classy and sophisticated and can turn any 
front patio or entrance to a building into an eye-catching 
functional masterpiece.

SLIDING DOORS

FOLDING DOORS

Aluminium sliding doors have been around for quite some 
time and with good reason as well. They provide various 
benefits to any home. The most important factor is the fact 
that it lets in so much natural light. Having natural light 
entering your home reduces your electricity usage, as the 
demand for light is there throughout most of your day.

Aluminium sliding doors also create the illusion of a bigger 
area, due to the excess light and the open feel of it. They also 
provide a nice all-year-round view of the landscapes on the 
outside, but more importantly, you can watch your children 
play outside, as well as be included in parties outside on the 
patio.

One main concern to everyone is safety. The hook-over 
locking mechanism provides adequate locking abilities and 
the shatterproof safety glass causes less damage in the event 
of breaking. Aluminium sliding doors also provide easy 
access, saves space and looks modern, sleek and clean.

Stacking/Folding Doors can transform any room into an 
open environment. These doors provide you with security 
and protection against the elements when closed, and when 
open, they can expand your space and merge it with the 
outdoors.

Stacking and folding doors can close-up an opening and 
open it right back up again on your demand. These doors 
can be fitted with openers that can stack away with the door 
leaf to give you the biggest opening possible.
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STAINLESS BALUSTRADES

FRAMELESS BALLUSTRADES Affordable and adaptable modular construction
Attractive and modern
Corrosion resistant
Available in a range of colors and finishes
Low maintenance
Many of the popular options contain no framework and no 
uprights, maximising on the clear view of and sheer magic of 
glass. This is the ideal solution for staircases or spaces where 
light is limited, as it creates the illusion of modern airiness and 
space through its transparency and appearance of suspended 
glass.
Frameless balustrades can be installed internally or externally, 
and are affixed to building structures in a few basic ways:
Floor mounts,
Side-mounts or
Recessed options.

Stainless steel last longer and is a much safer option to 
decorate your house. Therefore, a stainless steel balustrade 
acts as safe railings and helps to make the staircase, and 
the location accident free. Stainless steel is rust free and 
stainless steel balustrades do not get affected by wear and 
tear. Stainless steel balustrade is durable and strong. Any 
kind of high temperatures or even heavy moisture does not 
affect the strength of the material. It tolerates everything 
without getting dented, chipped, or corroded.  This ensures 
that the safety of the railings and supporting poles is not 
affected by any external changes.

STABLE DOOR

The stable door is a popular option for many kitchens and 
sculleries. It is a single hinge door that has been separated 
into a top half, which can be opened independently, and 
the bottom half which can be locked in place. A popular 
choice where ventilation is needed, yet pets for example 
need to be protected inside or kept out of the house.
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FRAMELESS SHOWERS
Planning a bathroom makeover? Our range of aluminium 
Framed or Frameless Showers will add a touch of luxury and 
style to any bathroom. Frameless shower doors gives a 
modern and elegant look and feel to a bathroom. They let in 
more light, both in the shower, as well as throughout the 
bathroom, it makes the space feel bigger and features the 
designs inside the shower more prominently. Frameless 
shower doors also gives you more design freedom and 
allows a wider range of styles and shapes.
Frameless shower doors are made from high quality, heavy-
duty, polished or tempered glass that can resist scratching 
and chipping. These shower doors are also fitted with heavy 
duty hinges and can open inwards or outwards, depending 
on individual designs.
The biggest benefit of frameless showers, besides the 
modern, elegant look, is the fact that it’s much easier to keep 
clean, as there are no grooves where soapy water can 
gather and result in mould. They also don’t require harsh 
chemicals to clean with and can be wiped down with a 
squeegee after use.

Aluminium frames are used in the manufacturing of framed 
showers, as it is resistant to corrosion. Aluminium framed 
showers cover the top, bottom and sides of the shower 
panels and doors. They are also fitted with seals, edges and 
magnets to ensure a watertight fit. Framed showers are 
available in in-line or corner units. Fixed framed panels can 
also be made up. The doors have a pivot or sliding option. 
Framed shower doors consist of an aluminium frame with 
either tempered or textured glass. 

ALUMINIUM SHOWERS

INTERIOR DOOR
Interior door is a perfect door for use in any interior part of the 
home, the door style includes pocket Sliding, double, etched, 
bi-fold, sliding, bypass, bifold and even French. The modern 
design of frosted or mirror interior doors makes them good 
replacements for your wardrobe, bathroom as well as linen 
closets and other small areas in your home, including the 
laundry and pantry.

The interior door has been an outstanding designer addition 
not just in the bedroom, but in almost all spaces in the home. 
The contemporary design of the door is attributed to its 
laminated frosted or mirror glass which is functional as well as 
fabulous. The sliding door glides effortlessly. You’ll enjoy both 
the practicality and modern look of this door. The glass 
construction allows a controlled amount of light to emit into the 
interior. Various decoration options are available such as 
frosted laundry room door, frosted panel interior doors, frosted 
doors for bedrooms as well as mirror finishes.
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WOOD REPLACEMENTS

Increase the value of your property with a conversion from 
old
wooden frames to a new look aluminium window. A standard 
house can be done in about four days. No painting or 
plastering required. A clean in and out process

WINDOWS

Aluminium has so many benefits and is therefore preferred in 
many industries, especially when it comes to constructing 
buildings or homes. This strong and durable material is ideal for 
the manufacturing of window frames, amongst other things, and 
will provide many benefits for years to come.
Benefits of Aluminium Windows:
Good thermal performance. Dust & Wind resistance.
It reduces the Carbon Footprint - Aluminium has one of the 
highest recycling rates of any metal and will not lose its quality 
during this process. Aluminium windows are also strong, durable 
and don't require a lot of maintenance.
They are also resistant to corrosion and can withstand harsh 
weather conditions. Contrasting to other window frame materials, 
aluminium window frames do not swell, split, crack or wrap over 
time. This ensures an extended product life and in return saves 
you money.
Aluminium windows can be used anywhere, from your office 
buildings, to houses, old or new.
Compared to other materials and the maintenance they require, 
aluminium windows are the more affordable option.
Aluminium window frames can be powder coated or anodised to 
match any design or look.

STEEL REPLACEMENTS

Do you have a house with old steel frames with cracked and
damaged putty that do not seal properly against the weather
elements. You long for a new Aluminium window frame but
don’t feel like breaking out the old windows and re-painting
the plaster work. Then why not go the aluminium 
replacement route..
* No breaking of plaster or paint touch-up required.
* Minimal dust and dirt created.
* Not overwhelming amount of building contractors in your 
house.
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SWIMMING POOL COVERS

Having a swimming pool and being able to enjoy it whenever you like is a pleasure, but it is essential to
have the devices and means to keep the water and the pool in perfect condition.

Simplicity of design and ease of use.
Aesthetics: finishes off and accessorises the pool area to reflect the style of the entire home.

Child safety / drowning prevention. Pets are also protected from pool-related accidents.
Pool owners can add a stainless steel rail system that sits inside the pool water or a safety ledge around

the pool which gives the ultimate peace of mind with regards to pool safety.
Heating: improves the pool’s heat retention capacity.

Winterize your pool: A good cover choice for hibernating a pool in winter or when not in use for long periods.
Come spring, the pool is swim-ready with minimal effort required.

Cleaner water: keeps the water significantly cleaner as dirt and debris are prevented from collecting in the
pool, allowing one to maintain excellent water hygiene with little effort.

Ease of use: modern convenience at the push of a button.
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PROJECTS COMPLETED
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THE PROLINE ALUMINIUM TEAM

Members:
Trevor Toerien & Fred Toerien

Administration:
Mickey Baker & Ilse Toerien

Site:
Eddie Banda, Sam Lebaka & Nomsa Sokitya

Workshop:
Johannes Khoza, Milton Malatjie, August Sitoe

Thembiso Ghama & Isaac Letsoake

Drivers:
Albert Mphelo, Asrnold Sibiya, Given Hladi & Nelson

Cleaner:
Norrie Sibande

About US
Since 2011 we have been a dedicated

company serving our community where our 
offices was first based in Kinross and later

found its new home in Evander. The 
Business is currently being run by the two

 brothers Fred & Trevor Toerien. We
manufacture products to the highest quality

for our customers. We believe that
quality, service and customer service are
the most important parts of our success.


